
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
2/1/21 Business on Granger Road reporting attempted theft of multiple catalytic convertors; 

evidence collected and information taken for report.  Driver cited on Granger/Tuxedo for 
driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Party on station reporting identity theft; report 
taken.   

 
2/2/21 Traffic stop on Granger Road; male taken into custody for trafficking 30 grams of marijuana, 

drug paraphernalia and drug possession; passenger turned over to Bedford PD on active 
warrant.  Driver cited on Tuxedo for fictitious plates, improper lane change and booster 
seat.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for driving under suspension; drug paraphernalia and drug possession.   

 
2/3/21 Driver cited for tail lights and driver’s license required.   
 
2/4/21 Report of suspicious vehicle on West 5th Street; checked okay; paper delivery driver.  

Report of solicitor on West 6th; party thought he was in Parma; advised.  Two-car motor 
vehicle accident on I-480 E/B; report taken; driver cited for reasonable control.   

 
2/5/21 Noise complaint on West Schaaf; quiet on arrival.  
 
2/6/21 Report of unwanted guest kicking door at residence on Tuxedo; ex-boyfriend of resident 

allowed to retrieve items and advised not to return.  Report of loud music at business on 
Schaaf Lane; party turned music off and was advised to keep it down.   

 
2/8/21 Provided mutual aid to CCSO on traffic stop on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited for failure to stop 

for school bus.   
 
2/9/21 One-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for improper lane change.  Driver cited on I-480 

E/B for speed; 80/60.  Resident on Dorset Drive reporting credit card fraud; bank notified; 
card cancelled and charges refunded.  Driver cited on Schaaf Road for turn signal.  Driver 
cited on Granger Road for speed; 54/35.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B entrance ramp; 
driver cited for reasonable control.    

 
2/10/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on I-480 entrance ramp; vehicle towed.  Report 

of box truck partially blocking roadway; message left for owner; vehicle towed.  Driver cited 
for driving under suspension; driver turned over to Kent PD on active warrant.   

 
2/11/21 Damage to property report taken at business for damage to mirror of vehicle.   
 
2/12/21 Driver on I-480 W/B exit cited for temporary permit and drug abuse; vehicle towed.  Driver 

on I-480 W/B exit cited for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Two-car accident I-
480 W/B; report taken; driver cited for improper lane change.  Driver cited for speed on 
Granger Road; 59/35.   

 
2/14/21 Report of erratic driver I-480 E/B; unable to locate.  Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga 

Heights PD regarding a domestic incident on E. 49th Street.  Driver cited on Granger Road 
for speed and temporary permit / no licensed driver.  Driver cited for right-of-way at 
intersection at Granger and Tuxedo.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on 
Granger/Lancaster; vehicle towed.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger/E. 
Schaaf.   

 
2/15/21 Provided mutual aid to Independence PD for unwanted guests at hotel on Rockside Road.  

Responded to accident 176 S/B to I-480 E/B; accident occurred in Cleveland; Cleveland 
PD on scene.  Driver cited for fictitious plates on Granger Road.  Driver cited for driving 
under suspension on Valley Belt; advised on littering from motor vehicle.  Driver cited on 



Van Epps for speed, seat belt, driving under suspension and marked lanes.  One-car 
accident on I-480 W/B; information taken for report.   

 
2/16/21 Vehicle spun out on I-480 E/B at 77 S/B; Independence PD on scene; vehicle pushed back 

onto roadway.   
 
2/17/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for speed 57/35; advised on unsafe vehicle.  Driver cited for 

speed on Granger Road.  Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga Heights PD in pursuit of vehicle 
that rammed a Macedonia police cruiser; Cuyahoga Heights PD located suspect vehicle; 
suspect vehicle rammed two more police vehicles and spun out on E. 55th Street; suspects 
arrested.  Report of tractor/trailer wheel on fire on I-480 E/B; extinguished by Fire 
Department; private tow en route.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.  Driver cited for 
driving under suspension on Granger Road.   

 
2/18/21 Motor vehicle accident I-480 E/B; OSP on scene; no assistance needed.  Damage to 

property report taken at local business for broken rear window on party’s personal vehicle; 
appears to be weather related.  Report of solicitors knocking on doors; advised permit 
required.  Party on station reporting unemployment fraud; report taken.  Driver cited for 
driving under suspension; vehicle towed.   

 
2/19/19 Flagged down by Amazon driver regarding vehicle attempting to block his vehicle and 

follow him possibly in an attempt to take his vehicle and/or packages; dispatch notified 
Cleveland PD; driver advised to contact Cleveland PD if seen again.  Provided mutual aid 
to CCSO for traffic stop on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under 
suspension, tail lights required and drug abuse.   

 
2/20/21 Assisted Garfield Heights PD with report of shots fired on Turney Road.  Driver cited on I-

480 W/B for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Multiple warning citations issued for 
prohibited parking 3:00 a.m. – 5:00 a.m.  Parking citation issued for parking during 
prohibited hours.  Driver cited on Granger Road for full time and attention; advised on 
expired license.   

 
2/21/21 Assisted Independence PD on I-480 E/B with accident involving two police cruisers; 

suspect vehicle involved in pursuit with Newburgh Heights PD; driver arrested by 
Independence PD for suspected OVI.  Driver cited for speed on Schaaf Road.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for driving under suspension.   

 
2/22/21 Out on Marko Lane regarding suspicious vehicle in driveway; owner located and advised 

to move vehicle.  Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under suspension; vehicle 
towed.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf and Tuxedo.   

 
2/23/21 Provided traffic control for structure fire on E. Schaaf Road.  Report of vehicle with keys in 

it stolen from West 6th; vehicle recovered in Brooklyn; towed to service garage for 
processing.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited on Granger Road for 
driving under suspension; advised on warrants.  Driver cited on Mural/Dorset for stop sign 
violation; advised on use of turn signal.   

 
2/24/21 Damage to property report taken on West 7th for heavy damage from home owner’s vehicle 

driving through garage.  Driver cited for open container in motor vehicle.  Report of accident 
I-480 E/B on ramp; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver cited for speed 
and driving under suspension on E. Schaaf.  Driver cited on Granger Road for full time and 
attention, traffic signal and drug abuse.   

 
2/25/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for driver’s license required; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on 

Granger Road for driving under suspension and booster seat; advised on obstructed plates 
and warrants.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Report of erratic driver on E. 
Schaaf; located vehicle and cited for no driver’s license.   

 



2/26/21 Driver cited for speed on Granger Road; 55/35.  Report of a hit/skip accident on I-480 W/B; 
report taken.  Driver cited for driving under suspension and booster seat; licensed driver 
responded to scene and drove car.  Issued warning citation to driver on I-480 E/B ramp for 
expired plates.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for headlights required.  Driver cited on Granger 
Road for marked lanes and no driver’s license.   

 
2/27/21 Driver cited on I-480 E/B for improper lane change.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for speed; 

85/60.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B exit for driving under suspension and marked lanes; 
vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Brookpark Road for driving under suspension; vehicle 
towed.  Driver on Brookpark Road cited for no driver’s license.  Driver cited on Granger 
Road for seatbelt.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for 
marked lanes.   

 
2/28/21 Report of lost dog in park; located and returned to owner.  Driver on Granger Road cited 

for speed; 54/35. Attempt to stop stolen vehicle traveling 108/60 on I-480 E/B; suspect 
exited vehicle at Transportation Blvd. and fled on foot without placing vehicle in park 
causing it to strike a police cruiser; foot pursuit onto Vista Way in Garfield Heights; unable 
to locate suspect; passenger located in vehicle along with narcotics; vehicle towed.   


